Head of Republic and Government Administration of the Chechen Republic
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Website

Head of Republic and Government Administration of the Chechen Republic

Last profile update: Sept. 5, 2023

Connections:

- Close associates
  - Abdulaev Mansur Magomed-Emievich – Deputy Head of the Office
  - Abdulazizov Aslan Magomedovich - Deputy Secretary of the Council of Economic and Public Security of the Chechen Republic; Deputy Chairperson of the Interdepartmental Commission
  - Abramov Sergey Borisovich - Acting President
  - Abubakarov Idris Magamedovich – сотрудник службы безопасности
Abubakarov Idris Magamedovich – советник главы республики
Adaev Shamil Yunadievich – employee
Akhadova Aminat Ramzanovna – employee
Alaudinov Apti Aronovich – assistant to the head
Alkhanov Ali Dadashevich – the president
Alkhanov Ruslan Shakhaevich – Head of Security for the Head of Administration of the Chechen Republic
Aydamirov Akhmed Musaevich – Deputy of the Special Representative of the President in Moscow City
Bakaev Akhmed Balaudinovich – Head of the Secretariat
Baykhanov Ismail Bautdinovich – Assistant to the Deputy Prime Minister - Chief of Staff of the President and the Government
Baykhanov Ismail Bautdinovich – Leading Specialist of the Committee on Religious Affairs, Chief Specialist of the Department of Religious Affairs
Baykhanov Umar Bautdinovich – Chief Specialist of the Department for Relations with Religious and Public Organizations, Consultant - Head of the Sector for Work with Religious Organizations of the Department for Religious and Public Associations
Baysuev Akhmad Saydkhasanovich – chief specialist-expert of the Finance Department
Baysultanov Idris Khasaevich – first deputy head
Baysultanov Idris Khasaevich – deputy head
Baytaziev Muslim Batyrkhanovich – Head of the Secretariat
Chayka Artem Yu'yevich – adviser to the President of the Republic on Humanitarian, Social and Economic Issues
Cherkhigov Adam Ramzanovich – employee
Cherkhigov Idris Ramzanovich – deputy head
Cherkhigov Idris Ramzanovich – Head of the Secretariat of the Head of the Republic
Daaev Khozh-Baudi Buarovich – Specialist-Expert of the Secretariat of the Deputy Chairperson
Daaev Khozh-Baudi Buarovich – assistant to Deputy Chairperson of the Government of the Chechen Republic – Head
Daaev Khozh-Baudi Buarovich – Head of the Secretariat of the Deputy Chairperson
Dadaev Musa Magomedovich – Assistant to the Head of the Republic
Dadaev Ryzvan Alkhanovich – Director of the Department for Relations with Religious and Public Organizations
Daudov Magomed Khozhakhmedovich – head
Delimkhanov Turpalali Denilbekovich – employee
Delimkhanova Razita Zaurbekovna – employee
Dudaev Akhmed Makhmudovich – Consultant, Head of the Sector of Audiovisual Information and the Internet of the Information and Analytical Department
Dudaev Akhmed Makhmudovich – leading specialist of the Sector for Planning, Monitoring and Analysis of the Mass Media of the Information and Analytical Department
Dudaev Akhmed Makhmudovich – Chief Consultant of the Information and Analytical Division
Dulaeva Khadizha – Assistant to the Head of the Republic
Dulaeva Khadizha – Assistant to the Head of the Republic
Dulaeva Khadizha – заместитель руководители администрации, министр
Dzhabrailova Shukran Magomedovna – Assistant to the Head of the Republic
Edilgiriev Amrudi Akhmedovich – советник первого заместителя председателя правительства
Edilgiriev Amrudi Akhmedovich – Adviser to the Head of the Chechen Republic
Edilgiriev Amrudi Akhmedovich – Adviser to the Chairperson of the Government
Edilov Abdulkerim Khalidovich – Head of the Secretariat of the Head of the Republic
Edilov Abdulkerim Khalidovich – Assistant to the Head of the Republic
Elikhanov Abusalamovich – референт главы республики
Elsaev Alamakhad Abdul-Khamidovich – advisor to the Head for Mass Media
Esambaev Said-Abdul Abdulkhamidovich – советник главы республики
Esambaev Said-Magomed Abdulkhamidovich – Deputy Special Representative of the Head of the Chechen Republic in Moscow
Geremeev Vakha Sadulaevich – Assistant to the Head of the Republic
Ibragimov Turpal-Ali Vakhaevich – Assistant to the Head of the Republic
Ibragimov Turpal-Ali Vakhaevich – First Deputy Head of Administration
Kadyrov Akhat Ramzanovich – assistant to the head
Kadyrov Visita Akhmatovich – Assistant to the Head of the Chechen Republic
Kadyrov Ramzan Akhmatovich – Acting Head of the Republic
Kadyrov Ramzan Akhmatovich – Head of the Republic
Kadyrov Khalid Khamidovich – employee
Kadyrov Khamzat Zelimkhanovich – advisor to the republic head on the power block
Kadyrov Khamzat Zelimkhanovich – руководитель совет безопасности республики
Kadyrov Khamzat Zelimkhanovich – Head of the Secretariat of the Head
Kadyrov Khas-Magomed Shakhmomedovich – head
Kadyrov Khas-Magomed Shakhmomedovich – assistant to the head
Kadyrov Khas-Magomed Shakhmomedovich – assistant to the head
Kadyrov Khas-Magomed Shakhmomedovich – Secretary of the Economic and Public Security Council
Kadyrov Khasayn Khozhakhmedovich – Assistant to the Head of the Chechen Republic
Kadyrov Khuseyn Khozhakhmedovich – Deputy Head of the Representative Office of Chechnya in the Samara region
Kadyrov Khuseyn Khozhakhmedovich – Head of the Representative Office of Chechnya in the Volga Federal District
Kadyrov Khuseyn Khozhakhmedovich – Head of the Representative Office of Chechnya in the Samara region
Kadyrova Zargan Akhmatovna – Assistant to the Head of the Republic on Preschool Education
Kadyrova Zargan Akhmatovna – Assistant to the Head of the Republic on Preschool Education
Kadyrova Medni Musaevna – employee
Kadyrova Fariza Zelmukhanovna – employee
Kashlyunov Dmitriy Vladimirovich – first deputy head
Khakimov Khasan Suleymanovich – Advisor to the President
Khazueva Fatima Shaykhievna – employee
Khuchiev Muslim Magomedovich – First Deputy Head of Staff of the
President, Minister
Khuchiev Muslim Magomedovich – Head of the Public Affairs Office,
spokesperson
Khuchiev Rustam Saydalievich – employee
Kutuev Ruslan Azaevich – Director of the Department of Civil Service,
Personnel and Awards
Kutuev Ruslan Azaevich – Deputy Head of the Citizens' Appeals
Department
Kutuev Ruslan Azaevich – Adviser, Assistant to the Plenipotentiary
Representative of the Chechen Republic to the President of the
Russian Federation
Kutuev Ruslan Azaevich – Secretary of the Council for Science and
High Technology
Magamadov Muskhab Zhelilovich – Deputy Director of the
Department of Industry Policy
Magamadov Muskhab Zhelilovich – head of the budget and tax
accounting department of the budget policy department
Magamadov Muskhab Zhelilovich – chief specialist-expert of the
regime-secret department
Magamadov Muskhab Zhelilovich – Consultant of the Department of
Economic and Budgetary Planning of the Department of Sectoral
Policy, Head of the Department of Industry, Transport and
Communications of the Department of Sectoral Policy
Magomadov Abdul Abubakarovich – vice-chairman
Martynov Daniil Vasil’yevich – assistant to the head of the republic
for the power bloc
Mezhidova Petimat Sultanovna – Head of the Department for
Healthcare, Education and Science Cooperation of the Division of
Social Development; Head of Unit of the Department of Social and
Regional Development
Nagaev Adnan Abdul-Mutalipovich – deputy head
Nagaev Adnan Abdul-Mutalipovich – deputy head
Sabsabi Ziyad Mukhamedovich – chief of staff
Saraliev Shamsail Yunusovich – consultant to the Deputy Head
Saraliev Shamsail Yunusovich – Head of the Public Affairs Office
Saraliev Shamsail Yunusovich – Advisor to the President
Saraliev Shamsail Yunusovich – Acting Head of the Public Affairs
Office
Selimkhanov Magomed Salamovich – First Deputy Head of
Administration
Selimkhanov Magomed Salamovich – Acting Deputy Chairperson of
the Government, Head of Administration
Selimkhanov Magomed Salamovich – deputy prime minister
Selimkhanov Magomed Salamovich – Head of the Secretariat
Suleymanov Elkhan Abdullaevich – vice-chairman
Suleymanov Elkhan Abdullaevich – Adviser to the Head of the
Chechen Republic
Tagaev Sultan Khumaidovich – head
Tamaev Akhmad Fatuevich – lawyer
Taymaskhanov Galas Sultanovich – first deputy head
Taymaskhanov Galas Sultanovich – head
Taymaskhanov Galas Sultanovich – Head of the Secretariat of the
President of the Chechen Republic; first deputy head
Taymaskhanov Ibragim Nasrardinovich – deputy head
- Taymaskhanov Imanali Nasrudinovich – Head of Unit of the Finance Department
- Taymaskhanov Khayrulla Khusainovich – Head of the Secretariat
- Taymaskhanov Khusain Sultanovich – chief specialist of the Agro-Industrial Complex of the Office of the Cabinet of Ministers
- Tumkhadzhiev Isa Abubakarovich – Advisor to the President
- Tumkhadzhiev Isa Abubakarovich – deputy head
- Tumkhadzhiev Isa Abubakarovich – Assistant to the President
- Tutuev Musa Mayrsoltaevich – Director of the Sectoral Policy Department
- Umarov Dzhambulat Vakhidovich – deputy head
- Usmaev Vakhit Abubakarovich – Secretary of the Economic and Public Security Council of the Chechen Republic
- Usmaev Vakhit Abubakarovich – Head of Secretariat of the Head of the Chechen Republic
- Usmaev Vakhit Abubakarovich – head
- Usmaev Vakhit Abubakarovich – Secretary of the Council for Economic and Public Security of the Chechen Republic
- Ustrakhanov Vakha Shayakhmetovich – assistant to the head
- Vismuradov Abukhusayn Dzhandarovich – советник главы республики
- Zakriev Yakub Salmanovich – deputy head
- Zakriev Yakub Salmanovich – Head of Administration
- Zakriev Yakub Salmanovich – Head of the Secretariat of the Head
- Zhamaldaev Shaid Vakhaevich – Chairperson of the Presidium of the Advisory Council; Chairperson of the Council of Heads of Districts of the Chechen Republic
- Alkhanov Khaydar Mineralovich – Minister of Physical Culture, Sports, and Tourism
- Alkhanov Khaydar Mineralovich – председатель государственного комитета по физической культуре, спорту и туризму
- Alkhanov Khaydar Mineralovich – советник главы республики по вопросам физической культуры и спорта
- Khatataev Amkhad Kharalievich – Assistant to the Head of the Republic
- Nasukhanov Vakha Selimovich – adviser to the head of administration
- Nasukhanov Vakha Selimovich – advisor to the head on the power block
- Nasukhanov Vakha Selimovich – советник главы республики
- Zelmukhanov Akhmed Zaynudtinovich – Assistant to the Head of the Republic

- Related companies

- АО "ЧЕЧЕННЕФТЕХИМПРОМ" – Controlled by, Share 100.000%
- Автономная Некоммерческая организация "Республиканский Спортивный Клуб "Ахмат" – Controlled by
- Администрация Азамат-Юртовского сельского поселения Гудермесского муниципального района Чеченской Республики – Controlled by
- Администрация Аллеройского сельского поселения Курчалоевского муниципального района Чеченской Республики – Controlled by
Администрация Бильть-Юртовского сельского поселения
Гудермесского муниципального района Чеченской Республики – Controlled by
Администрация Брагунского сельского поселения
Гудермесского муниципального района Чеченской Республики – Controlled by
Администрация Герзель-Аульского сельского поселения
Гудермесского муниципального района Чеченской Республики – Controlled by
Администрация Гордали-Юртовского сельского поселения
Гудермесского муниципального района Чеченской Республики – Controlled by
Администрация Дарбанхинского сельского поселения
Гудермесского муниципального района Чеченской Республики – Controlled by
Администрация Илсхан-Юртовского Сельского Поселения
Курчалоевского Муниципального Района Чеченской Республики – Controlled by
Администрация Комсомольского сельского поселения
Гудермесского муниципального района Чеченской Республики – Controlled by
Администрация Кошкельдинского сельского поселения
Гудермесского муниципального района Чеченской Республики – Controlled by
Администрация Наурского муниципального района – Controlled by
Администрация Ново-Энгенойского сельского поселения
Гудермесского муниципального района Чеченской Республики – Controlled by
Administrations of Nozhai-Yurt Municipal District of the Chechen Republic – Controlled by
Администрация Ойсхарского сельского поселения
Гудермесского муниципального района Чеченской Республики – Controlled by
Администрация Хангиш-Юртовского сельского поселения
Гудермесского муниципального района Чеченской Республики – Controlled by
Administrations of the Shelkovsky Municipal District of the Chechen Republic – Controlled by
Администрация Шуанинского сельского поселения
Гудермесского муниципального района Чеченской Республики – Controlled by
Администрация Энгель-Юртовского сельского поселения
Гудермесского муниципального района Чеченской Республики – Controlled by
Аппарат Уполномоченного по Защите Прав Предпринимателей в Чеченской Республике – Controlled by
Государственное автономное учреждение "Управление Государственной Экспертизы Чеченской Республики" – Controlled by
Государственное казенное учреждение "ЦЕНТР ПО ОБЕСПЕЧЕНИЮ ДЕЯТЕЛЬНОСТИ АДМИНИСТРАЦИИ ГЛАВЫ И ПРАВИТЕЛЬСТВА ЧЕЧЕНСКОЙ РЕСПУБЛИКИ" – Controlled by
Commission of the Chechen Republic – Controlled by
Комитет Правительства Чеченской Республики по государственному заказу – Controlled by
Dossier:

Sanctions:

Daudov Magomed Khozhakhmedovich
Parliament of the Chechen Republic, deputy, chairperson
head

Kadyrov Ramzan Akhmatovich
Acting Head of the Republic
Kadyrov Ramzan Akhmatovich
Head of the Republic
Kadyrova Medni Musaevna
employee

Martynov Daniil Vasil'yevich
Russian Emergency Situations Ministry, advisor to the minister assistant to the head of the republic for the power bloc

Tumkhadzhiev Isa Abubakarovich
Government of the Chechen Republic, First Deputy Chairperson Advisor to the President

Tumkhadzhiev Isa Abubakarovich
Government of the Chechen Republic, First Deputy Chairperson
deputy head

Tumkhadzhiev Isa Abubakarovich
Government of the Chechen Republic, First Deputy Chairperson

Finances

AO "ИНКОМСТРОЙ" – Public contracts/Contractor
OOO "Беркат" – Public contracts/Contractor
Federal State Budgetary Educational Institution of Higher Education ‘Chechen State University’ – Public contracts/Contractor
Federal State Budget Educational Institution of Higher Education ‘Chechen State Pedagogical University’ – Public contracts/Contractor
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